One of the popular techniques for solving GPS pseudorange nonlinear quadratic equations to obtain the receiver's position and clock bias involves linearizing the equations and solving them by the least-squares (LS) scheme, which is based on the L 2 minimization criterion. When outliers are a problem, LS estimation scheme may not be the best approach because the LS estimator minimizes the mean squared error of the observations. This paper discusses the implementation aspects of L 1 and L ' criteria, and their outlier resistance performance for GPS positioning. Three ordinary differential equation formulation schemes and corresponding circuits of neuron-like analogue L 1 (least-absolute), L ' (minimax), and L 2 (leastsquares) processors will be employed for GPS navigation processing. The circuits of simple neuron-like analogue processors are employed essentially for solving systems of linear equations. Experiments on single epoch and thereafter kinematic positioning will be conducted by computer simulation for investigating the outlier resistance performance for the least-absolute and minimax schemes as compared to the one provided by the least-squares scheme.
I N T R O D U C T I O N.
The most popular techniques for solving the linearized GPS pseudorange equations for the receiver's position and clock bias is the L 2 (least-squares, LS) scheme (Axelrad and Brown, 1996 ; Bancroft, 1985 ; Krause, 1987) . When outliers occur, LS estimation scheme may not be the good choice because the LS estimator minimizes the mean squared error of the observations. In order to perform robust positioning estimation, other criteria rather than LS may be employed. The common alternatives might be the L 1 (least-absolute, LA) or the L ' (minimax, MM) estimators.
The issues of L 1 and L ' criteria in GPS positioning are far from practical realization if compared with the least-squares method based on the L 2 criterion. The traditional LS estimator is rather sensitive to the large noises, resulting in large estimation errors. The reason for that is its Gaussian error assumption. The LA and MM estimators are known as two of the robust estimators. The LA estimator is also known to be able to produce approximately the maximum-likelihood estimation. In this case the maximum-likelihood estimator is obtained by minimizing the mean absolute deviation, rather than the mean square deviation; accordingly it can perform robust and effective estimation. Even if the desired signals are corrupted by the unknown errors, it tends to be impervious to the unexpected large errors.
For real-time applications, the solution is required within a time of the order of a hundred nanoseconds. Although there are very efficient numerical algorithms to solve least absolute value and minimax optimization problems, they are not able to solve these problems in real time. In such cases, a digital computer often cannot comply with the desired computation time, or its use is too expensive. One possible and very promising very realistic alternative to solve such optimization problems in real time is to apply neural networks (NN). The application of NN approach for navigation solution processing has not yet been widely explored in the GPS community. Chansarkar (2000) solved the GPS pseudorange equations using a three-layer radial basis function (RBF) neural network. However, there are some difficulties in his approach. For example, the NN need to be trained for specific numbers of satellite measurements. Also, large errors might occur once the geographic positions for training are different from positions for testing. Jwo (2005) demonstrated the feasibility of an analogue neural network least-squares processor for GPS navigation solution computation.
In this paper, further extension of the NN-based GPS navigation applications will be conducted. The circuits of simple analogue neural network least-absolute and minimax processors will be employed and compared to the least-squares processors, in solving the systems of linear equations. The related ordinary differential equation formulation schemes and corresponding circuit architectures will be discussed. Experiments via computer simulation will be conducted for single epoch solutions and then for kinematic positioning solutions. The properties and performance of the navigation solutions based on the least-absolute and minimax methods will be assessed and compared to those provided by the least-squares method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminary background on linearization of GPS pseudorange equations is briefly reviewed. The neural networklike architectures for solving systems of linear equations based on the least-absolute, minimax, and least-squares criteria are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation examples are presented ; performance assessment by the three neural network-like processors for GPS navigation will be provided. Section 5 gives the conclusions.
L I N E A R I Z A T I O N O F G P S P S E U D O R A N G E E Q U A T I O N S.
The GPS measurements and the errors are briefly reviewed. Consider the vectors relating the Earth's centre, satellites and user position. The vector s represents the vector from the Earth's centre to a satellite, u represents the vector from the Earth's centre to the user's position, the pseudorange r i is defined for the ith satellite by
where c is the speed of light and t b is the receiver clock offset from system time, and v pi is the pseudorange measurement noise. Consider the user position in three
dimensions, denoted by (x u , y u , z u ), the GPS pseudorange measurements made to the n satellites can then be written as
where (x i , y i , z i ) denotes the i-th satellite's position in three dimensions. Equation 2 can be linearised by expanding Taylor's series around the approximate (or nominal) user position (x x n ,ŷ y n ,ẑ z n ) and neglecting the higher terms. Definingr r i as p i at (x x n ,ŷ y n ,ẑ z n ) gives
where e i1 =x x n xx î r r i ; e i2 =ŷ y n xy î r r i ; e i3 =ẑ z n xz î r r i (4)
The vector (e i1 , e i2 , e i3 )wE i , I=1, …, n, denotes the line-of-sight vector from the user to the satellites. Equation 3 can be written in a matrix formulation 
which can be represented as (6) where v are assumed to be zero-mean. The dimension of matrix H is nr4 with no4, H is usually referred to as the 'geometry matrix ' or 'visibility matrix '. Assume that a set of linear algebraic equations is to be solved
Dz=HDx+v
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which can be written in scalar form as
Here, A=[a ij ] is the mrn real coefficient matrix with known elements, x is the n-dimensional unknown vector, and b is the m-dimensional observation vector (it should be noted that m can be less than, equal to or greater than n). 3.1. Least-absolute and minimax solutions. The L p -normed minimization can be described as the minimization of the following norm :
with 1fp<' where the residuals
where m j =1/t j >0 are referred to as learning rates, and t j are the time constants of the integrators. By applying the chain rule to the error function E p (x), Equation 9
Figure 1. Schematic architectures of the NN for solving a system of linear equations using the least-absolute value and minimax approach (Cichocki and Unbehauen, 1992b) .
can be mapped into the system of differential equations
which can be directly implemented by a neural network depicted in Figure 1 . Two special cases are p=1 (least-absolute values or L 1 -norm problem) and p=' (minimax or L ' -(Chebyshev) norm problem). The standard least absolute value problem based on the minimization of the energy function
can be formulated as
where sign[ ' ] is the signum (hard limiter) function defined as
and sign[0] is to be interpreted as zero.
The minimax (L ' -norm) problem is described as the minimization of the following norm :
where
Equation 13a can be transformed into an equivalent one : mimnimize e (13b) subject to the constraints
Thus the problem can be viewed as finding the smallest non-negative value of e*oE 1 (x*)o0
such that all absolute values of the residuals are not greater than e* (where x* is a vector of the optimal values of the parameters). The differential equations for L ' -normed minimization can be described as:
U T L I E R R E S I S T A N C E E S T I M A T O R F O R G P S P O S I T I O N I N G
More detailed discussion on the NN for solving a system of linear equations using the least-absolute value and minimax approach can be referred to Cichocki and Unbehauen (1992b) . 3.2. Least-squares solution. The least-squares solution is based on the principle of L 2 -normed minimization. The ordinary LS problem is one in which we minimize the energy function :
Using a general gradient approach for minimization of a function the problem formulated by Equation 15 can be mapped to a set of differential equations:
is an nrn positive-definite matrix that is often diagonal, and rE 2 (x) is the gradient of the energy function, E 2 (x). Generally, the entries of the matrix m(t) depend on the time and the vector x. Expressing Equation 16 in scalar form, we have
with x j (0)=x j (0) , mon, for j=1,2, …, n. This is an initial value problem in which we can compute a trajectory x(t) starting at the initial point and has the solution when tp'. The specific choice of the coefficients m jp (t) must ensure the stability of the differential equations and an appropriate convergence speed to the stability solution state. In order to reduce the influence of the outliers, the iteratively reweighted LS criterion can be employed
The above system of differential equations can be rewritten as the set of nonlinear equations:
which can be directly implemented by a neural network. The architecture of the network resembles the general Tank-Hopfield model. The above mentioned circuit structures (or NN architectures) can be considerably simplified for some important special cases to get the advantage of relatively few interconnections. Cichocki and Unbehauen (1992a) proposed a NN architecture to improve convergence properties and accuracy. The architecture was based on minimization of the energy of augmented Lagrangian function, which is obtained from the ordinary Lagrangian by adding penalty terms. The resulting circuits can be transferred to the set of differential equations
for j=1, 2, …, n ; i=1, 2, …, m and with m j >0 and r i >0, or, in compact matrix form Figure 2 . Schematic architectures of the NN for solving a system of linear equations using the least-squares approach (Cichocki and Unbehauen, 1992a) .
which can be directly implemented by a neural network depicted in Figure 2 . Further discussion on the NN for solving a system of linear equations using the least-squares approach can be referred to Cichocki and Unbehauen (1992a) .
S T U D Y E X A M P L E S.
Computer simulation was employed for evaluating the outlier resistance performance for the three types of neural network circuit structures, i.e. LA, MM, and LS processors as represented by Equations 12, 14 and 20, respectively, for GPS navigation applications. Simulation was conducted on a notebook computer powered by 1 . 7GHz Intel Pentium 4 mobile CPU. The computer code was written using the Matlab1 6.5 version software. Due to space limits, only some illustrated examples will be presented. Single epoch solutions involving eight measurements will be examined, followed by the kinematic positioning solutions involving five to eight satellites. Navigation solutions based on the LA and MM approach will be compared to those based on the LS method.
4.1. Evaluation with single epoch solutions. Experiments on single epoch positioning have been performed to verify the feasibility of the present methods for GPS navigation processing. After that, comparison of the LA, MM results to the LS results is provided. The circuit parameters for the three circuit structures used in the following examples are :
1. Least-absolute :
2. Minimax :
3. Least-squares :
The ECEF coordinates of GPS satellites and the pseudorange observables and the actual receiver position are listed in Table 1 . Experience shows that it normally takes 
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(a) Least-absolute versus least-squares no more than five iterations to obtain the navigation solution, which is also true in the present work.
For comparison of the performance based on the three NN models, convergence histories of the state trajectories at the 1 st iteration step are presented. Computer simulated state trajectories using the three NN circuit structures are provided in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, showing the convergence behaviour of the state trajectories at the 1 st iteration step when the initial error vector (defined as the deviation between initial nominal solution (i.e. initial guess of the solution) and final solution at each iteration step, denoted as Dx) is large and small, respectively. The reason for selecting the result at the 1 st iteration step is due to the fact that it takes the longest time (due to the largest Dx) for convergence among all iteration steps at a certain epoch, so that the three NN models would reflect their distinguishing characteristics. The initial error vector has significant influence on the time to convergence, which is true especially for the least-absolute approach. Ideally, when the positioning solution converges, the vector Dx at the last iteration step (i.e. the 5 th iteration step for the study) should approach to a zero vector (with size 4r1). 
U T L I E R R E S I S T A N C E E S T I M A T O R F O R G P S P O S I T I O N I N G
For this eight observables example, when Dx is very large (e.g. take the initial nominal state vector to be at the centre of the Earth (the origin of the ECEF coordinate system) with zero clock bias : x=[0 0 0 0] T m) results in the large initial errors (which are also the steady-state solution to be solved for) as follows :
where the subscript ' LS ', 'LA ', and ' MM ' stand for the least-squares, least-absolute, and minimax approaches, respectively. The steady-state solutions are reached in Table 3 . Numerical data for the position error norms when an extra bias error of 100 metres injected onto one of the eight pseudorange observables (in metres). 
Least-squares & Minimax
Least-absolute approximately (1) 0 . 3 ms for LS circuit ; (2) 0 . 01 sec for LA circuit; (3) and 5 ms for minimax circuit, as shown in Figure 3 . Next, consider the case that when Dx is small, e.g., Dx=[200 150 100 50] T . The steady-state solutions can be reached in approximately (1) 0 . 3 ms for LA and LS circuits, (2) 3 ms for MM circuit, respectively, as shown in Figure 4 .
The computed user's position and clock bias (at the 5 th iteration steps) by the three methods at each iteration step are listed in Table 2 , where the initial nominal state vectors for all cases are set at the centre of the Earth. The experiment result indicates that LS and the MM approach present very close positioning results, while LS approach has better convergence speed than the MM approach does. When there is no SV failure, the LS circuit structure presents very good potential in terms of both steady-state accuracy and convergence speed, even when the initial error vector is very large, while LA approach requires longer time to convergence and results in worse solution accuracy when the initial error vector is large. When comparing Figure 3 (b) with Figure 4 (a), it can be found that the convergence speed for the LA method is significantly influenced by the value of initial error vector.
Further experiments have been conducted when the bias error is injected onto one of the pseudorange observables. Using the same set of data given in Table 1 , an extra bias error of 100 metres was added to one of the eight pseudorange observables (one by one each time). Figure 5 provides the position error norms for the three approaches and the corresponding numerical data is listed in Table 3 . It is seen that the LA approach has the best outlier resistance performance among the three approaches, while the outlier resistance capability between the LS and MM approaches are very close to each other. 
U T L I E R R E S I S T A N C E E S T I M A T O R F O R G P S P O S I T I O N I N G
4.2. Kinematic positioning experiments. The three types of NN circuit structures were utilized for kinematic positioning experiments for evaluating the outlier resistance performances. The commercial software Satellite Navigation toolbox by GPSoft LLC was employed. A 24-satellite constellation was simulated and the error sources corrupting GPS measurements include ionospheric delay, tropospheric delay, receiver noise and multipath. For determining navigational solutions, five iteration steps were taken at each time epoch.
The simulation scenario is designed as follows. A circle trajectory with a radius of 5 km is designed for simulation. The origin of the circle was located at the position of North 25 . 1492x and East 121 . 7775x at the sea level. This is equivalent to [x3042299Á42 4911032Á25 2694047Á79 ] T m in WGS-84 ECEF coordinates. The location of the origin is defined as the (0, 0, 0)m location in the local tangent ENU frame. The experiment was conducted on a simulated vehicle trajectory originating from the (5000, 0, 100)m location. The user was simulated to move in the counterclockwise direction, at 26 . 2 km/hr constant speed. The vehicle completes a ten circle movement within the 12-hour simulation period. Navigation solutions were computed every one minute, consequently there are 721 epochs recorded. The numbers of GPS satellites visible during the simulation period varied from five to eight so as to assure the feasibility and applicability of the GPS solutions. Figure 6 shows the number of GPS satellites visible and GDOP within the 12-hour simulation period.
Positioning and outlier resistance performance was evaluated for the case of normal condition (i.e. no failure occurred) followed by the case of one SV failure, where an extra bias error of 100 metres was injected onto one pseudorange every one hour. In our study, solutions based on the MM approach are very close to those based on the LS method, therefore, only LS results are provided. Figure 7 provides the comparison of position errors for the case of no failure; further information on the errors statistic is provided in Table 4 .
For testing the outlier performance, there are a total of 12 epochs intentionally injected onto an extra 100 metre bias error. Figure 8 provides the comparison of position errors for the case of one SV failure. The result indicates that the LS (also true for MM) approach is very sensitive to the bias error at all the test epochs. Although the LA approach usually provided better outlier resistance capability, however, there were still 2y3 test epochs (e.g. at time 180, 480, and 600 min) that were virtually influenced in which one was influenced significantly (at time 600 min). In both Figures 7 and 8 , three dimensional error plots are provided for LS and LA methods, followed by a two-dimensional E-N plot provided for comparison of these two methods. It is concluded that although under normal condition, LS and MM approaches provide better accuracy than the LA approach does, nevertheless, they are very sensitive to the error injection, and therefore, very weak in outlier resistance capability. Numerical algorithms are not able to solve the least absolute value and minimax optimization problems in real time, therefore, the neural network approach has been used as a realistic alternative. The electronic implementation of a neural network-like processor employed in this paper shows the capability to determine the navigation solution virtually instantaneously. Examples on both single epoch and kinematic positioning have been presented. Of the three architectures, under normal conditions, LS and MM approaches provide better accuracy than does the LA approach. Unfortunately, they are very sensitive to the error injection, and therefore, very weak in outlier resistance capability. The LA approach demonstrates a much better outlier resistance capability compared with the LS and MM approaches.
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